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Abstract  

The work presented focuses on the need to better understand the effect environmental 

conditions, namely humidity have on the interfacial shear strength (IFSS) of composites. The 

IFSS was first characterised using the microbond test method in a laboratory atmosphere. A 

specialised rig was then designed and manufactured in order to carry out the microbond test 

in a Dynamic Mechanical Analyser with a humidity chamber accessory. Due to the well-

known moisture absorbing nature of polyamide matrices the effect of a range of conditions 

from 0% to 90% relative humidity were investigated. Results presented for both methods are 

based on the use of a PA6 matrix. Steel fibres are used extensively for method development 

and comparison throughout this work. Finally, successful testing on the primary system of 

fully sized HiPer-Tex™ glass fibre polyamide 6 effectively shows that humidity influences the 

measured apparent IFSS.  

 



1. Introduction  

 

Glass fibre reinforced polyamides are widely used in industrial applications due to their 

relatively high stiffness and strength; they also possess high temperature resistance which is 

particularly attractive to the automotive industry. Polyamide 6 (PA6) is widely known to 

provide a reasonable performance to price ratio and possesses good design flexibility due to 

its high flow rate [1]. Coupled with an increased demand for these composites, is the 

recognition for a better understanding of the fibre matrix interface that exists. The interaction 

and stress transfer between the matrix and reinforcing fibre at this interface is widely 

accepted as key to the overall performance of the composite. 

Many techniques have been developed over the years to analyse this interface region [2–6] 

Test methods continue to vary across the material testing industry with pull out, mircobond 

and a variation of others continually being used to investigate a range of material systems. 

There are very few publications regarding the measurement of the apparent IFSS of glass 

fibre polyamide 6 (GFPA6). Donghwan Cho et al. reported on the effect of silane coupling 

agents on the IFSS of the system and recorded values between 4 – 12 MPa [7]. These values 

however, may to some groups working with this system or similar seem unexpectedly low. It 

was noted however that these values were gained after an initial burning off of the 

commercially applied sizings on the fibres. This burn off may have caused some alterations 

to the fibre surface. Therefore when new sizings were applied there may have been 

differences in the fibre to matrix interactions which were reflected in the subsequent 

measurements. Aside from this small body of work and whilst it is widely known and 

accepted that polyamides absorb moisture, there appears to be a lack of published findings on 

how this effects the apparent IFSS.  



PA6 has one of the highest rates of moisture absorption and it has been extensively reported 

by Thomason et al. that the mechanical properties of similar polyamides and resulting 

composites they are used in, are markedly decreased upon moisture absorption [8–12]. 

Consequently it was noted, that in order to assess the effect of moisture on the IFSS measured 

during the microbond test that a controlled environment is required. The microbond 

experiments presented in this paper were developed specifically with this GFPA6 material 

system in mind meaning the optimal conditions necessary for successful droplet debond were 

investigated fully before testing was carried out. All tests were initially carried out in the 

laboratory atmosphere at room temperature on a rig used extensively by Yang et al. [6]. 

Typical debonding characteristics were observed and the results are presented and discussed.  

Steel fibres with increased strength and diameter were introduced as the reinforcing fibre to 

aid in the development of the microbond test. A new microbond test rig was designed and 

manufactured in order to carry out the experiments in Thermal Analysis equipment - the 

Dynamic Mechanical Analyser (DMA) which possesses an environmental chamber with 

temperature and humidity controlling capabilities. Steel fibre with a high tensile strength 

enabled the test set up to be refined, but also provided the opportunity to study in depth the 

PA6 droplet and to access how it changed during conditioning in an environmental chamber. 

Glass was reintroduced to the system when the experimental process was deemed suitable 

and ready for general effective use. The results of these novel experiments are presented in 

this paper and some conclusions drawn. 

 

 



2. Experimental 

 

2.1. Materials 

 

Experiments were carried out on HiPer-Tex™ glass fibre taken from a roving with a full 

commercial sizing and an average diameter of 14μm, this was received directly from 3B – 

The Fibreglass Company. The PA6 used throughout this work was BASF Ultramid B3 and 

was received in pellet form. The steel fibre used was purchased from GoodFellow and was a 

stainless steel with average diameter 50μm. 

 

2.2. Sample Preparation 

 

The microdroplet sample preparation method, developed and described was universal 

throughout this work. PA6 was received in pellet form and it was necessary to begin by 

isolating a smaller fibrous amount of polymer to be arranged on the reinforcing fibres for 

droplet formation. The first step in doing this was to heat a small number of pellets on a glass 

slide placed on a pre heated to 275°C hot plate. When the PA6 began to melt single fibres 

were pulled and collected using tweezers. The next step was to prepare a single reinforcing 

fibre to receive the PA6: a short length of glass or steel fibre was selected from the roving 

and suspended in front of a light source. At this stage it was possible to tie a section of PA6 

fibre around the single suspended fibre. The free ends of PA6 were trimmed and the sample 

mounted onto a metal frame. This configuration was then placed in a preheated oven at 250°C 

for 5 minutes for glass fibres and 7 minutes for steel fibres. These heating times reflect the 

interaction between the fibre and matrix, and the ability of the PA6 to form a symmetrical 

droplet as a result. After these times the samples were removed from the oven and underwent 



rapid air cooling, this was found to be a sufficient process to aid in the symmetrical 

microdroplet formation process. The samples were then transferred to paper tabs with care 

taken to maintain a free fibre length of 5mm between the card edge where the glass fibre is 

secured with gel glue, and the free hanging microdroplet. At this stage samples were viewed 

under an optical microscope and measurements of the fibre diameter (Df), droplet diameter 

(Dd) and embedded length (Le) were obtained. 

  

2.3. Room Temperature Microbond Test 

 

The apparent IFSS of GFPA6 and SFPA6 was initially measured on an Instron 3342 tensile 

test machine with 10N load cell and laboratory developed microbond rig (6). The card tabs on 

which samples are mounted were secured in the Instron tensile test machine with the 

microdroplet hanging down to be restrained by the shearing blades on the microbond rig as 

shown in figure 1. A microscope and scope tech camera were utilized for on screen live 

imaging of the process. Carrying out experiments for both material systems on the instron rig 

allowed for accurate comparisons during the DMA method development and also provided a 

baseline guide value for the apparent IFSS in both systems.   

 

 

Figure 1. Instron laboratory atmosphere microbond test setup 

 

The environmental conditions in the laboratory were recorded as approximately 30% relative 

humidity and an average temperature of 25°C. The rate of fibre displacement was set at 

0.1mm/min based on a 5mm free fibre length between card and droplet correlating with the 



ramp rate used at 5mm gauge length tensile tests. The load displacement curve for each test 

was recorded and a typical graph for both material systems is shown in figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. Typical load displacement curve produced by instron microbond test 

 

The apparent IFSS for each individual test was calculated using the following equation: 

                                                                        𝜏 =
𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜋.𝐷𝑓.𝐿𝑒
                                                                 (1) 

 

Where the graph provides the maximum force (Fmax), and the fibre diameter (Df) and 

embedded length (Le) are as measured in the optical microscope. A minimum of 20 

successful tests for each material combination were analysed. 

 

 

 

2.4. Controlled Environment Microbond Test 

 

Typical DMA experiments are carried out under controlled temperature conditions and a test 

usually involves the application of a sinusoidal stress to a sample whereby the strain is 

recorded and reactions analysed. This type of experiment can be applied using a wide range 

of clamps and conditions. In this instance to develop a method to measure the effect of 

humidity and temperature on the apparent IFSS of a material system, the DMA Relative 

Humidity Accessory Chamber (DMA Q800 from TA instruments) was first installed. Next an 

adaption of the standard microbond configuration used in the laboratory was designed to fit 

inside the chamber which consists of four fixed mounting posts with a central moving shaft. 



It should be noted at this stage that the sample preparation was as described for the room 

temperature Instron microbond test and remains unchanged throughout. However, there were 

three key challenges to overcome in order to facilitate the functional measurement of the 

apparent IFSS through the microbond test in the DMA humidity chamber. They are as 

follows: 

 

1. Sample mounting – how to clamp the glass fibre to the central moving shaft  

2. Droplet restraint – to manufacture a clamp to be attached via the four mounting posts 

that will provide the shearing blades to enable debonding of samples 

3. Method – to develop a suitable test method in the DMA software to perform and 

record the desired experimental outputs 

 

For film testing the DMA kit includes a film clamp for attachment to the central moving 

shaft. It was noted that by inverting the initial experimental set up to as shown in figure 3, 

whereby the reinforcing fibre is subjected to an increasing downwards force, we could clamp 

the card tab with the sample pointing upwards on the central shaft and design a microblade 

vice to be mounted on the stationary posts, above the sample. 

 

 

Figure 3. DMA microbond inverted loading and sample set up 

 

Due to the restricted space inside the chamber (5.6 x 4.6 x 5.6mm) it was not possible to 

manufacture a moveable shearing blade system as in the Instron rig. The shearing blades 

were similar in that they were machined from high carbon content stainless steel as two 

separate parts. The two plates were polished so that there was a sharp blade edge formed 



along one of the surfaces. Based on the design used by Yang during similar method 

development [13] a small angle of approximately 1.2 degrees was deliberately designed 

between these two blades to facilitate sliding of the fibre into the gap. This also ensured the 

required experimental condition that there was no gap between the fibre and the shearing 

blades for each fibre, despite the individual variations of fibre diameter from sample to 

sample. Compared to the perfect parallel shearing blade system that is used in room 

temperature testing, this angle leads to the difference of 0.33% in the fibre perimeter in 

loading points around the fibre on each side. However, this slight non-parallel alignment of 

the shearing blades was not expected to have any significant effect on the loading pattern of 

the resin droplet in comparison with the conventional parallel slot. The two blades were 

welded together with a third joining piece of steel. Once the blades were complete the focus 

was placed on how exactly to mount the blades at a height and position which would allow 

the central shaft to move freely but still be close enough to maintain the 5mm free fibre 

length as well as leaving the blades easily accessible. An I-beam was manufactured that was 

attached to two of the mounting posts as shown with the blades positioned directly above the 

shaft. This allowed maximum access for sliding the samples into position between the blades 

before securing in the film clamp. 

Developing a suitable method within the DMA was a further challenge since this instrument 

was not originally designed to carry out the microbond test. In a standard DMA test using the 

film/fibre clamps, a static pre-load on the sample is required to remove the slack of the 

fibre/film and put the sample under slight tension. Due to the microbond being a load until 

debond/failure test it was important to make the preload significantly smaller than the typical 

load required to induce interfacial failure. It was found that a minimum preload of 10mN was 

required for the instrument to register the presence of a sample so this was the preload set for 

testing. The Instron microbond test is carried out by measuring the load generated during the 



displacement of the fibre at a constant rate, however whilst the DMA was able to operate in 

this mode when the droplet debonded from the fibre the run does not automatically end. This 

gave rise to a few issues not least that the shaft would continue to try and displace the sample 

and therefore move the full length of the shaft damaging the remaining sample fragments. 

The film/fibre testing mode with a custom force ramp was used whereby the DMA was 

configured to measure sample displacement during a linear force ramp which was subject to 

run completion upon debond. A typical load displacement curve is shown in figure 4. 

Figure 4. Typical DMA successful microbond load displacement curve 

 

The steps for carrying out the IFSS measurement in the DMA humidity accessory are as 

follows: The central moving shaft is locked at the top position and a polyamide 6 

microdroplet on a reinforcing steel or glass fibre, attached to a card tab, is positioned between 

two stationary microblades. A film clamp fixed on the central shaft is used to secure the card 

tab. The shaft is then set to float (move freely) and is gently lowered until the microdroplet is 

just touching the top of the shearing blades. The chamber is then securely fastened shut. The 

temperature was set to ramp and remain constant at 25°C (average laboratory temperature) 

and the humidity was set (0%-90%) with an additional 1hour isothermal steady state segment 

to ensure constant conditions in the chamber. After this time the force ramp of 0.05N/min 

was initiated. The increasing fibre displacement was then recorded until debonding occurred. 

A typical force displacement graph obtained from the DMA as shown in figure 4 has 

differing features when compared with the Instron force displacement graph previously 

shown in figure 2, however the maximum force at debonding is still recorded. The most 

significant difference is noted post debond. Since the DMA continues to attempt to apply the 

force ramp the shaft quickly reaches its limited range of movement and the test ends. There is 

therefore no information recorded concerning the frictional effects which are exhibited post 



debond in the Instron laboratory condition testing. Using the maximum recorded force and 

equation (1) the apparent IFSS of samples tested in the DMA were calculated and presented. 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

The results of the microbond tests carried out on GFPA6 samples in the laboratory 

atmosphere on the Instron machine are shown in figure 5. A large spread in data points is 

observed as expected for a test of this nature in which there occurs a natural variation in 

droplet sizes across the sample set. This is typically due to human operation which results in 

a range of embedded fibre lengths as observed. This spread in droplet size is also exhibited in 

SFPA6 sample analysis.    

 

 

 

Figure 5. Laboratory atmosphere Instron machine microbond test results 

 

The peak load vs embedded area graph in figure 5 for GFPA6 is shown and a straight line 

was fit through the origin. The resulting value for the slope of the line is 21.8 MPa which 

agrees with the average of the individually calculated values of apparent IFSS which was 

calculated to be 21.6 MPa. When the line is not forced through the origin a slightly lower 

value of 20.5 MPa is obtained suggesting perhaps more scatter in the values than is 

acceptable. The HiPer-Tex™ fibres used in this sample set are known as 3B’s high 

performance fibre due to its high strength, high modulus and high elongation at break and 

with a full commercial sizing overall it exhibits acceptable adhesion levels with the PA6 

matrix. The difference in average apparent IFSS of the system may be attributed to the 

samples time in the uncontrolled laboratory conditions. Atmospheric fluctuations could be 



altering the equilibrium in the microdroplets which would be an influencing factor on the 

failure of the sample interface. The unknown moisture content of the PA6 matrix is as 

previous discussed a parameter which should be known and controlled to provide the most 

accurate analysis of the interaction between these two materials.  

 

As previously mentioned SFPA6 samples were also tested on the instron rig to provide a 

baseline result for the system. This set of results was also used for method comparison during 

the development of the microbond test in the DMA humidity chamber. Figure 6 shows the 

apparent IFSS for SFPA6 samples carried out in the DMA at 0% humidity, 30% humidity 

and 90% humidity, compared with the Instron room conditioned sample results. The 

temperature condition for each of these sets of tests was the average measured room 

temperature and set in the DMA chamber as 25°C. 

 

 

Figure 6. SFPA6 DMA method development microbond test results 

 

Despite the steel fibres having no optimised polymer compatible surface characteristics, there 

is a reasonable level of adhesion in this system. Most notable is the 0% humidity at RT 

results in which a value for the apparent IFSS of 25 MPa was measured. Comparing the 

Instron and DMA tests in which the samples were tested under similar conditions, shows 

good method correlation. The DMA results are on average lower than the open laboratory 

tested Instron results, this however we may assume is a more accurate representation.  It is 

predicted that the samples tested in the DMA are iso conditioned for a time period that allows 

the droplet to reach complete equilibrium based on the chambers environmental conditions. 

The Instron in contrast resides in a laboratory which is subject to natural fluctuations in 



temperature and humidity. All Instron tests are conducted under conditions taken from an 

average of environmental readings whereby the droplet may not be in a state of equilibrium 

and therefore each droplet may be at various stages of moisture uptake or drying out. This 

conclusion gives further justification for the range of results noted in Instron results presented 

in figure 5.  

 

From figure 6 it is also clear there is an effect on the apparent IFSS as a direct result of an 

increasing humidity in the atmosphere. During high humidity conditioning in the DMA it 

would be expected that the microdroplet would up take moisture from the atmosphere inside 

the chamber and swell. Analysis of the DMA recorded data shows during conditioning there 

exists a change in the displacement of the central shaft on which the sample is attached. This 

suggests the polymer reacts as expected; it takes up moisture during the humidity ramp and 

iso conditioning sections of the experiment and is reflected in a decreased value of adhesion.  

 

Initial work with glass HiPer-Tex™ fibres in the DMA also exhibited similar trends in 

adhesion. Figure 7 shows that as the humidity in the chamber ramps and iso conditions at 

90% humidity, the level of apparent IFSS can decrease up to 40%. 

 

 

Figure 7. GFPA6 DMA changing humidity condition microbond results 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

A baseline value for the apparent IFSS of two sample systems namely, glass fibre polyamide 

6 and steel fibre polyamide 6 was, through the microbond test measured on an Instron tensile 



test machine with a custom rig. Due to the moisture absorbing nature of polyamides and the 

importance of interface stress transfer in composite performance a novel method was 

designed and carried out using a DMA machine with an environmental chamber to allow 

humidity defined microbond tests to be conducted. This method was first developed using the 

high strength steel fibre samples where the Instron baseline values were used for method 

validation. It was noted that with the absence of moisture the apparent IFSS value increased 

from what was first recorded during standard laboratory testing. Most significant was the 

marked decrease in IFSS as a result of 90% humidity chamber conditions. These findings 

were in agreement with studies carried out by Prabhakaran et al. in which it was noted that 

composite properties and  in particular properties which were highly dependent on the matrix 

were significantly affected by moisture [12]. Micromechanical tests by Thomason et al. 

confirm also that large scale samples are subject to decreased performance as a direct result 

of moisture absorption into a polyamide matrix. This body of work reinforces the need for 

further investigation into the changes that occur to composites throughout their lifetime as a 

result of environmental conditions and how this can affect their overall performance. In 

conclusion, the work presented in this paper has shown that as a direct result of the presence 

of elevated humidity, a signification reduction in the apparent IFSS was measured for both 

steel fibre and glass fibre polyamide 6 composites samples.  
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Figure 1. Instron laboratory atmosphere microbond test setup 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Typical load displacement curve produced by Instron microbond test  



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3. DMA microbond test with inverted loading direction and sample set up 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Typical DMA microbond force displacement curve 

  



 
 

Figure 5. Laboratory atmosphere Instron machine GFPA6 microbond test results 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. SFPA6 DMA microbond method development results 
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Figure 7. GFPA6 DMA changing humidity condition microbond results 
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